“Once for each thing. Just once; no more. And we too,
just once. And never again. But to have been
this once, completely, even if only once:
to have been at one with the earth, seems beyond undoing.”

Rainer Maria Rilke

SOS Road Crimes on November 16, World Day of Remembrance for road victims, is calling in gatherings in various cities around Greece. Our goal is to honour the lives of all road victims, whose lives were so violently and abruptly discontinued. To remind and remember their passing from this world of violence and speed.

This year the main focus and message is Speed kills – design out speeding.

Meeting points:

1. Athens: Syntagma square at 13:00.

2. Thessaloniki: Aristotelous square at 12:00 pm

Bring together a pair of shoes. Their worn shoes. They were traveling to the world's streets. Thoughts, future plans, feelings accompanied their souls in their journey. A slight moment which left meteor their last step. Now in the house there's one pair of shoes that reminds us the traveler and his unfulfilled desires...

3. Alexandroupoli: Various events on Saturday and Sunday. See the detailed programme here

4. Rhodes island: Various events organised by EFTHITA.